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1. Introduction. Let r represent a positive integer. In this paper we gen-

eralize the concepts of even and primitive function (mod r) to functions of

several variables. It is recalled that a (complex-valued) function fr(n) is

even (mod r) if fr{n) =/r((w, r)) for all integral n, and is primitive (mod r) if

/r (n) =/r (7 («>»*)) for all n, where 7 (r) denotes the core of r and 7 (n, r) = 7 ((n, r)).

(The core 7(7-) is denned to be the product of the distinct prime divisors of

r,7(l) = l.)
Let Mi, ■ • ■ , nk denote k integral variables. Then a complex-valued func-

tion /r(«i, • • • , nk) will be defined to be a (relatively) even function of

»!,•••,«* (mod r) provided f,(nu • ■ • , nk)=fr((n1, r), ■ ■ ■ , (nk, r)) for all

m (i=l, • ■ • , k); if /r(wx, • • • , Wi) =/r(7(»ii 0. • ' ' 1 7(»*. 0) for all «,-,

then/r(«i, • • • , nk) will be called a primitive function of »i, • • • , nk (mod r).

As alternative definitions, one may say that/r(wi, • • • , nk) is even (primi-

tive) as a function of nu • • • , nk (mod r) provided it is even (primitive) as a

function of each n( (mod r). Clearly the class of even functions (mod r) con-

tains the class of primitive functions (mod r) as a subclass.

The above definitions will be specialized in the following manner. If there

exists an even function Fr(n) of n (mod r) such that /r(wi, • • • , nk)

= Fr((wi, • • • , nk)) for all «,- (*=1, • • • , h), then /r(«i, • • • , «*) will be

called a totally even function of nlt ■ ■ ■ , «* (mod r); if /r(«i, • • • , w*)

= Fr(7(«i, • • • , «t)) f°r all «,-, then/r(«i, • • • , nk) will be termed a totally

primitive function (mod r). Alternatively, /r(wi, ■ • • , nk) may be defined to

be totally even (totally primitive) in the variables »i, • • ■ , nk, provided it

is an even (primitive) function (mod r) in the single variable (wi, • • • , nk).

For simplicity the discussion in this paper will be largely confined to the

case k = 2, that is, to the case of functions fr(m, n) of two integral variables

m, n (mod r). The remainder of this section is devoted to a brief sketch of the

content of the paper.

In §2 we collect for later reference a number of results most of which

are known. In §§3 and 4 we obtain trigonometric characterizations of the

even and totally even functions (mod r), (Theorems 1 and 2, respectively).

More precisely, Fourier expansions in terms of functions involving Rama-

nujan's sum cr(n) are deduced for even functions fr(m, n). These expansions

are applied in §5 to obtain formulas for the number of solutions of pairs of

congruences (mod r) of which at least one is bilinear. Similar applications to
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pairs of linear congruences are developed in §6. The notion of Cauchy product

(mod r) is strongly emphasized in this section (cf. [4]). Specifically, the

Cauchy product (mod r) of two functions fr(m, n), gr(m, n) is defined by

hr(m, n) = £ fr(a, a')gr(b, V),
mSa+6(mod r);n = a'+&'(mod r)

where a, b, a', V range over integers (mod r) such that m=a-\-b (mod r),

n = a'-\-b' (mod r).

In §§7 and 8 we obtain trigonometric characterizations of the primitive

and totally primitive functions (mod r), respectively. As an application, in

Theorem 14 (§7) a simple arithmetical formula is obtained for the number of

solutions a)r(m, n) of the congruences,

m = u -f- x (mod r),
(1.1)

n s v + y (mod r),

such that (u, r) = (v, r) = (x, y, r) = 1. An analogous result is obtained in §8

(Corollary 18.1) for the number of solutions 8r(m, n) of (1.1) such that

(m, v, r) = (x, y, r) = 1. As a corollary it follows that 0r(w, w) >0 for all values

of m, n, r (Corollary 18.2). Precise criteria for the vanishing of wr(m, n) are

deduced in Theorem 15 (§7).

In §9 we obtain analogues in two variables of some of Ramanujan's ex-

pansions of arithmetical functions in infinite series. The proofs are based on

the finite Fourier expansions of certain even functions (mod r). In the final

section (§10) we generalize to k variables several of the representations theo-

rems proved earlier in the paper in the case k — 2. The proofs are omitted.

2. Preliminaries. The Mobius and Euler functions will be denoted by

n(r) and <f>(r), respectively. We use Jk(r) to denote the Jordan function, de-

fined to be the number of ^-dimensional, integral vectors X= \xi, ■ ■ • , #*} in

a reduced residue system (mod k, r), that is, the number of X, xt (mod r),

* = 1, • • • , k, such that ((*,), r) = ((3Ci, • • ■ , x&), r) = 1 [2, §2]. We recall that

(2.1) Mr) = Z JV (4)' * to = /lto •

Remark 1. If d\r, then a reduced residue system (mod k, r) can be de-

composed into Jk(r)/Jk(d) such systems (mod k, d), [2, Lemma 7]. Conse-

quently, in selecting a reduced residue system (mod k, d) it is permissible to

restrict the choice of X to elements satisfying ((«<), r) = 1.

Remark 2. A complete residue system (mod k, r) is generated by the set

(r/d)X where d ranges over the divisors of r, and for each d, X ranges over a

reduced residue system (mod k, d), [2, Lemma l].

Note, in case k = l, that these remarks relate to ordinary residue systems

(mod r).
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The symbol er(n) is defined by er(n)=exp(2Tin/r). We note the familiar

property,

(2.2) *(»)-    £   er(na)= \[       ^   f'
o(modr) W (/{»)•

The trigonometric sum of Ramanujan will be denoted by cr(n):

(2.3) cT{n) =    Yj   er(nx),
(»,r)-l

the summation being over a reduced residue system (mod r). The Ramanujan

and Dedekind-Holder evaluations (cf. [5; 6]) of cr(n) are given, respectively,

by

(2.4) cr(n)=    £   <fr(4)'
d|(n,r) \d/

<t>(r)n(b) / r   \
(2.5) cT(n) =    K     V    , (i=-).

We also recall the following additional properties of cr{n). Let d\ and di

be divisors of r; then [l]

(2-6) c*(i)=lh(0
(2.7) E«(-'<iW-.'Wf       ("1 = '2)'

As a special case of (2.7) one obtains (</i= 1),

(2-8) Z <(»,<*) =  4 '
d|r 10 (r\n).

The case «=1 of (2.8) yields the characteristic property of n(r). A useful

reformulation of (2.7) is given by (6.5).

The function cr(n) can be generalized [2, §3] by placing

(2.9) cf\n) =      £     eT(n(xi + ■■ ■+ **)),
<(ij),r)-l

where the summation is over a reduced residue system (mod k, r). Evidently

cr(n) = c^(n). Analogous to (2.4) and (2.5) we have

(2.10) A»)=    Z  M-t)'
d\(n,r) \d/

(2.11) cr   (n) - , U = ---J.
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Remark 3. It will be noted that cf\n) is an even function of n (mod r).

We next restate a result of [2] in a slightly more general form.

Lemma 1. If s^O and (m0, • • • , ms, r) = l, then the number of solutions

<f>*(n, r) of the congruence, n = m0x0-{- ■ ■ ■ +m,x, (mod r) in x, (mod r), i

= 0, • • • , 5, such that (x0, ■ • ■ , x„ r) = 1, is given by <j)*(n, r)

= (r/(«,r))'J.((«lr)).

Proof. If r = rxr-i, {j\, rj) = l, it follows easily by the Chinese Remainder

Theorem that <f>*(n, r) =<£,*(«, ri)</>*(«, r2). It therefore suffices to prove the

lemma in case r = pl, p prime, t>0. In this case, one may assume that p\m0,

let us say; the argument of [2, Theorem 5] can then be applied to complete

the proof.

Remark 4. The function 4>*(n, r) defined in Lemma 1 is independent of

the mi, under the assumption that (w0, • • • , m„ r) = 1.

The function cf\n) can be generalized by writing

(2.12) cT(mu ■••,»*) =      X     er{mxxi + ■ • ■ + mkxk).
<(z,-),r)=l

By Remarks 3 and 4, however, it follows that

Lemma 2. // mi, ■ • • , mk are arbitrary integers, then

(fc) (k)
(2.13) cr(mx, ■ ■ ■ , mk) = cr   ((w, r)) = cr   (m),

where m = (m\, • • ■ , mk).

Finally, we note a simple property of the greatest common divisor and

least common multiple. Let d, 8 be divisors of r. Then

(2.14) (</,«)   j, y] = ';

in particular, if r = dS, (2.14) yields the familiar relation,

(2.15) (d,8)[d,S] = d8.

3. Trigonometric representations of even functions (mod r). In view of

Remark 1 (§2) we are justified in adopting the following convention, to be

referred to by the symbol (*), when specifically required.

*Convention. In all summations over a reduced residue system

(mod k, d) where d\r, it will be assumed that the elements X comprising the

system are also elements of a reduced residue system (mod k, r).

We now prove the basic result of this paper.

Theorem 1. If fr(m, n) is an even function of m, n (mod r), thenfr(m, n)

has a representation of the form
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(3.1) fr(m,n) =   Z ar{d, 5)cd(m)cs(n),
d\r;S\r

where the (Fourier) coefficients ar(d, 5) are uniquely determined by the formula,

(3.2)     -^-^'(F'-iHiMf)'
or by the equivalent formula

(3.3) ar(d, 8) = Z    fr(a,b)cd(a)c6(b).
rz(t>(a)4>(o) a,6(modr)

Conversely every function of the form (3.1) is even (mod r).

Proof. As a periodic function (mod r), fr(m, n) has the Fourier expan-

sion [7] v

(3.4) fr(m,n)=      Z     &■(*» y)er(mx)er(ny),
x,j/(mod r)

where the ft(x, y) are uniquely determined by

(3.5) Pr(x,y)=—     Z    fr(u,v)er(-xu)er(-yv).
r    u,v(mod r)

By Remark 2 (§2) we may replace x and y in (3.4) and (3.5) by x = (r/d)X,

y = (r/5)F, (X,d) = (Y, S) = l,toget

(3.6) fr(m,n)=   Z Z &A~' ~ )ed(mX)es(nY),

/rX      rF\       1       ^ /-rXu\   /-rYv\
(3.7) ft )= £     /r(M>,)er(_^U_^).

\ rf        5 /       r2   wMm0dr-> \    a    /   \    6     /

With u = (r/D) U,v= (r/E) V, (U, D) = (V, E) = 1, (3.7) becomes

/rZ      rF\

*(t-t)

>"2  D\r,B\r   (U ,D)=l; (V ,B)=\      \   D E / \       d       / \ 5/

However, since fr(m, n) and cr(«) are even (mod r), it follows (*) that

0T(rX/d, rY/S)

(3.8)     = pr(L,l\ =        £ frf-J-. -^Vflf-rV'f—V
\d     5/      r2    di^i,    \D     £/      W      W

and, by (3.6), that
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(3.9) fr(m,n)=   £ ft (3-, — )cd(m)cs(n).
dlr,i\r       \d 8/

Placing arid, 8)=r3r(r/d, r/8), (3.9) and (3.8) lead to (3.1) and (3.2).

To show that (3.3) and (3.2) are equivalent, denote the right member of

(3.3) by ar'(d, 8). Placing a = (r/D)x, b=(r/E)y, (x, D) = (y, E) = l, we ob-

tain (Remark 2)

a,'(<*,«) =-   Z E //— ' — W—XI—\
r*4>(d)<i>(8) Di^k  M)-W.sw AD     £/   V Z?/   W

so that by the evenness (mod r) of cr(w) and/r(w, w), it follows (*) that

a/ (d, 8) = -   £   4>(D)<t>(E)fT (— , —) c (— J cs ( — ).
rV(<0*(«) Bi^iir \Z>     E/    \d)    \e)

Application of (2.6) gives a' (d, 8) =aT(d, 8), and (3.3) is proved.

The converse part of the theorem follows by noting that Cd(n) is even

(mod r) for each divisor d of r. Thus Theorem 1 is proved.

It will be observed that the relation between (3.1) and (3.2) is an inver-

sion formula for the (even) functions fT(m, n) and ar(m, n). In particular, if

we place ar(d, 8) =gr(d, 8), we obtain, in case d = r/(m, r), 8 = r/(n, r),

Corollary 1.1. If

(3.10) fT(m,n)=   £  gr(d,8)cd(m)ci(n),
d\r;t\r

then

(3.11) i'ir-T' 7~) = -7! /r("J'   ^)c^)cs(n).
\(m, r)     (n,r)/      r2 d|r;sir    \d       8/

4. Trigonometric representations of totally even functions (mod r). We

shall show in t'his section that if fr(m, n) is assumed totally even (mod r)

then Theorem 1 can be stated in a much simpler form. For this purpose we

introduce the following additional notation. Let J(r)=J2(r), Cr(n) = cf'(n),

so that by Lemma 2, cr(m, n) = Cr((m, n)). In particular, cr(m, n) is totally

even (mod r); moreover, by (2.10) and (2.11) we have

(4.1) cr(m,n)=     £    ^(-j)'
d|(m,n,r) \o/

J(r)n(b) / r      \
(4.2) Cr(m>n)=-±L±±, lb=   --).

J(b) \        (m, n, r)f

We also have the following analogue of (2.6).
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Lemma 3. If d\r, S\r, then

(43) c'(i)=^h(7>

Proof. Place h = o/(b, r/d), t2 = d/(d, r/8), so that h = t2. Hence by (4.2),

/r_\ _ /(S)m«0 = /(*)*«(*«) = /(»)        /A

'\J 7(*i) /(*«) J(d)'   d\s)'

The lemma is proved.

We next deduce a fundamental relation between cr(m, n) and the ordinary

Ramanujan sums.

Lemma 4.

(4.4) c,(m, n) = Z        cd(m)ci(n).
d\r,t\r; [d,8]=r

Proof. By (2.12)

cr(m, n) =     Z    er(mx + «y).
(i,K,r)-l

Placing 5 = (r/d)*, y = (r/5) F, (X, d) = (F, 5) = 1, we have (*) by Remark 2,

cr(m,n) = Z Z M—r-JM——)
d|r,J|r;(r/d,r/!)-l   (Z,d)=l; (r,!)=l       \    d    /       \    8    /

= Z Cd(m)cs(n).
d|r,J|r;(r/d,r/J)=l

The lemma follows by (2.14).

Theorem 2. IffT(m, n) = Fr((m, n)) is a totally even function ofm, n (mod r),

then fT(m, n) has a representation of the form,

(4.5) fT(m, w) = Z ar(d)cd(m, n),
d|r

where ar(d) is uniquely determined by the formula,

(4.6, „,W_±pr(r)Cl(j_),

or by the equivalent formula,

(4.7) a^)=777^      Z     fr(a,b)cd(a,b).
* J \d) a,b (modr)

Conversely, every function (4.5) is totally even (mod r).

Proof. We deduce Theorem 2 from Theorem 1 under the assumption that
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fT(m, n) is totally even (mod r). Let ar(d) be a function defined by (4.6) for

all divisorsd of r, and place(ir(d) =ar(r/d). By Theorem l,fr(m, n) ^FT((m, n))

has a representation (3.1) with

(4.8)        *»«-7j„''((F'l))*(7Hf)-
Rewriting and applying (2.14), one obtains

»r(d, 8) = - £ Fr(A) Z CD (-^) CB (4")
7"      A|r X>lr,E|r; (r/D,r/£)-A \0/ NO/

= -^Z^(a)       E       c»(t)c*(t)-

Hence by Lemma 4, we have

(4. 9)      aM, 5)4ZFr(A)Cr/4t,|) = iEf- (f) 4 T ' t) "
r2 Air \d      8/       r2 A|r      \A/     W     A/

Therefore, since cr(m, n) = Cr((m, «)), we have by definition of /8r(d), ar(d, 5)

= fir((r/d, r/8)). By (3.1) it follows then that

(4.10) /,(«, ») = -   E  & ((4"' Til c'W"W-
r2   <i|r;J|r \\<Z 8 //

We may apply to (4.10) the same argument as that used in passing from (4.8)

to (4.9), thereby obtaining

fr(m, n) = — Er3r( —)cd(w, n).
r2 d\r     \d/

Since $T(r / d) = ctT(d), we have proved (4.5), (4.6). The uniqueness of the

coefficients arid) follows from the uniqueness of the aT(d, 8) in Theorem 1.

We now prove the equivalence of (4.6) and (4.7). Denote the right mem-

ber of (4.7) by a! id). Then

r'J'id) a.Mmodr)

Placing [a, b) =r/D{x, y}, ((x, y), D) = 1, we obtain (*) by Remark 2, since

Frin) is even (mod r),

r2y(i)C|r;(I^D)=i      \\Z>      £>//     \D     DJ
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By Lemma 3, it follows then that a' (d) =ar(d).

The converse follows by observing that, for each divisor d of r, cd(m, n)

= Cd((m, n)) = Cd((m, n, r)), and hence that cd(m, n) is totally even (mod r).

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Analogous to Corollary 1.1 we have the following inversion relation for

totally even functions (mod r).

Corollary 2.1. If fr(m, n) =Fr((m, n)) is a totally even function (mod r)

defined by

(4.11) fr(m, n) = Z gr(d)cd(m, n),
d\v

then

(4.12) gr (—^—) = \ZFr (4) c*(m> »)•
\(m,n,r)/      r2 d\r      \d/

Proof. In (4.5) and (4.6), replace aT(d) by gT(d), and in (4.6) place

d = r/(m, n, r).

Finally we deduce from Theorem 2 the following arithmetical representa-

tion.

Corollary 2.2. If fT(m, n) is defined by (4.5), then

(4.13) frim,n)=     Z    d2 ^ ar(dS)n(8).
d|(m,n,r)        J|r/d

Proof. Applying (4.1) to (4.5) one obtains

/,M = E«M Z D*J-^\ =      Z      D2   £  ar(DEME).
d\r Dl(m,n,d);{d-DE) \D/ Z>|(m,n,r) E\r/D

5. Applications to simultaneous congruences. In this section we apply

Theorem 1 to obtain simple expansions for the number of solutions of certain

types of simultaneous pairs of congruences. We remark that the alternative

formula (3.3) for the Fourier coefficients is particularly suited for such ap-

plications.

The first three applications will be to congruences of the form,

m = xiyi + ■ ■ ■ + x,y. (mod r),

n = X\    +•••+#,      (mod r).

Theorem 3. The number of solutions Pr,s(m, n) of (5.1) in Xi, y,- (mod r),

i = l, • • • , s, is given by

_.   c(m, d)c(n, 5)
(5.2) Pr,s(m, n) = r2-2   Z , '

d\r;b\d ds
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Proof. Clearly Pr,.im, n) is even (mod r). With Pr,*im, w) =/r(m, n), it

follows that PT,,im, n) is given by (3.1), where

a^d, 8) = E Cdixiyi + • • • + x,y,)ciix1 + • ■ ■ + x„)
f <r>id)<t> W z{,v,-(mod r); (t-1, •••,«)

=    ^/.iw^ ^ (    ^    e«0*)    E   ^(wxy))
r'<p(a)<p{0)    (U,d)-lj (»,»)-l   \i(modr) K(modr) /

= TT^ E (    E    e*(wM«*)) •
a<p{a)<r>{0)   (u,d)=l;(»,S)=l   \i(modr) /

By (2.2), 77i(wx)=0 unless d\x; therefore,  we may replace x by x = dX,

X (mod r/d), to obtain

rs-2 / \. r«-2 / /j)A\s

a'^=I7^    £    (      ̂       «.(««))=—-    E    U/"(-)).
9(,o;    („,S)_1   \X(mod r/d) / <P{0)    („j)=1\ \0//

Hence, again (*) by (2.2),

' r2s-2

- (8\d),
(5.3) <*,(<*,«) = \   d*

.    0 (51 d).

The theorem follows from (3.1) and (5.3).

Theorem 4. The number of solutions P'riS(m, n) of (5.1) in xit y{ (mod r),

such that (y,-, r) = l, i—l, ■ ■ ■ , s, is given by

,r   „x „'  / **W  v- Cd(m)cd(n)
(5.4) Pr.,(w, »)= — I •

f2   '     d|r 0*W

Proof. It is easily observed that P'T,3(m, n) is an even function oim,n (mod r).

Hence, as in the previous proof, we place P'rtS(m, n)=frim, n) in (3.1), so

that by i3.3) and Remark 1,

arid, 8) =- E
r2<t>(d)<j>(8)  i,,v,.(mod r); (yi,r)=l;i=l, • • •,.

■Cd(xiyi + • • • + x,y,)cs(xi +•••+*.)

r2(f)(d)4>i8)      (u,d)=l;(r,8)-l   \x(modr) (V,r)=l /

=-—   E   (     E    etivx)cdix) 1  .
r24>'id)<f>i8)    (r,J)_l \i(modr) /

Replacing x by ir/D)X, (X, D) = 1, one obtains
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<itt)-^L_ z (   z   e,("^)j^)y

rV(«0\Fk     W     \*//

By (2.7), one obtains then

r«-2(-^) iid = 8,
(5.5) «,(<*,«) = ]        V *(<*)/

.0 if d ^ 5.

The theorem follows by (3.1) and (5.5).

The case s = 1 of Theorem 4 yields

Corollary 4.1.

f       r
„  Cd(m)cd(n)        ——- */ (m, r) = («, r),
Z -—-=   *(r/(»,r))
d|r <M«)

0 if (m, r) 9* (n, r).

Theorem 5. The number of solutions P*,(w, n) of (5.1) in x{, y,- (mod r),

i= 1, • • • , smc/j /Ao< ((yt), r) = ((yh • • • , y,), r) = l, *s giwra 6y

* J.(r) ^ Cd(w) Cd(«)
(5 • 6) Pr..(m, ») = — Z-777-

r2  '   d|r /.(<*)

Proof. Since P*^(m, n) is even (mod r) we put P*,(w, «) =fr(m, n) in

(3.1), where, by (3.3),

arid, 8) =- Z
T2<t>(d)(j>(8) Xi,»i(mod r);.'-l. •••.«; (G/i),r)-l

•cd(xiyi + ■ ■ ■ + z,y,)cs(a;i +•••+*,)

= ^T7^T^7 Z ( II Z ei{ux<yilet(vxd).
r<pya)<pyO)   (u,d)-l;(»,S)-l   \ i-lii,»j(modr); ((»,),r)-l /

By Remark 2, we place Xi=(r/Di)Xi, (Xit £>,•) = 1, *=1, • • • , s, to obtain

«,(<*, «)

-—-—    z   (n      z        z
r2<t>(d)(t>(8)   (u,d)=l;(r,8)-l  \*.lDi|rin(modr)i((W),r)-l    (X,,D,)-1

(MrZiyA       /vrXi\

= ̂r    ^    (n     s     Mtt+t))-f <t>ya)<t>yd)    <„,d).-l;(«.J)=l  \ i-1 Wj(mod r); ((]/,),r)=l   D(\r \    d 6//
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By (2.8) the product is f^O if and only if r(wy;5-f-wi)/d5 = 0 (mod r), i = l,

■ ■ ■ , s; that is, if and only if uyi8+vd = 0 (mod d8), *=1, • • • , s. But the

latter relation would imply that 8\d, d = D8, so that uyt+vD = 0 (mod d), i

= 1, • • • , s, which would in turn imply that D = l, since (u, d) = ((y<), d) = \.

Hence a necessary and sufficient condition that the product be ?^0 is that

d = 8, aji,-|-i/sO (mod d), »= 1, • • • , s. Thus it follows by (2.8) that ar(d, 5)

= 0 if d^8 and that

*&<<>-£     D     (       ,     E i).
<P W   (u.d)-l; (»,d)=l   \vj = -t>u '(mod d);i=l, •••,«; ((y,-) ,r) = l     /

By Remark 1, we obtain then

\r~(y±)
(5.7) arid,8) = \        \J.id)J

I 0 if d j* 8.

(5.6) follows from (3.1) and (5.7).

We next obtain formulas for the number of solutions (mod r) of a si-

multaneous pair of bilinear congruences,

m = xiyi + • • • + x,y, (mod r),
(5.8)

n = xiZi + • • • + x,z,  (mod r).

Theorem 6. The number of solutions Qr.,im, n) of (5.8) in Xi, y„ z< (mod r),

i = 1, • ■ • , 5, is given by

t-~,   cdim)csin)
(5.9) &..(«, „) = r»-*   £ /   V     ,

dlr;S|r        [d, 5J«

or 6y the equivalent formula,

_ Cd(«t, n)

(5.10) er>.(«, n) = r»-» E       ,        •
dlr «S

Proof. Certainly Qr.sim, n) is even (mod r). With/r(w, n)—Qr,sim, n) in

(3.1) we have by (3.3),

1
arid, 8) = -

rW)<K«)

E Cd(*iyi + • • • + «sy8)c8(a;i2i + • • • + x,z.)
Xi.yi.ziimod r); (?—1, • • ■ , a)

=    ■.w.^/gx E (      E     e«(«2)     E    <?d(wa;:y))
r'ipWViO)    (ti,d)=l;(»,8)-l   \i,!(modr) y(modr) /

= t ^ ^n,/^ E ( E ea(io;z)97d(M*)) .
Q'd'4>(d)<t>(8)   (u,d)=l; (r,8)-l V(modr);i(mod S) '
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Now r)d(ux) = Q unless d\x. Placing therefore x = dX, X (mod r/d), we obtain

by (2.2),

a^d' 5> = ^7717   Z   (     Z     vsivdX))*.
0 9(8)   (r,5)=l   \X(mod r/d) /

Butr;s(^X) =0 unless 8\dX, that is, unless S/(d, 8) dividesX. Since 8d\ r(d, 8),

we have

ar{d, 8) = r2-2 ( Z  1 Y = r2-2 (-£-)',
\ X(mod r/dy,l/(d,S)\X / \°/(d,0)/

and hence by (2.15),

P.I1) *<*'-££■

(5.9) results from (3.1) and (5.11). But (5.9) can be rewritten in the form

(5.10) on the basis of Lemma 4. This completes the proof of the theorem.

We now deduce a simple arithmetical representation of Qr.,(m, n) from

(5.10). First it is noted, by (2.1), that

Theorem 6'.

(5.12) &,.(«, n) = r2-2    Z    <*2/«(tY
d|(m,n,r) \d/

Proof. By (5.10), (4.5), and Corollary 2.2, one obtains with ar(d)=rSa-i/d',

Qr..(tn, n) = r*'-2    £    d2~' £ -^-,
d|(ro,n,r) 6\r/d     8'

and (5.13) follows by virtue of (2.1).

By either (5.10) or (5.13) it follows that

Corollary 6.1. The function Qr,B(m, n) is a totally even function of

m, n (mod r).

6. Simultaneous restricted partitions (mod r). In this section we deter-

mine the number of solutions of simultaneous pairs of linear congruences with

various types or restrictions on the summands. The first application (Theorem

7) is based on a direct proof in the manner of the preceding section. The re-

maining results are obtained using Cauchy products (mod r).

We consider the congruence pair,

m = xi + • • • + x, (mod r),
(6.1)

» = y\ + • • • + y, (mod r).

Theorem 7. The number of solutions Gr,,(m, n) of (6.1) in xit yt (mod r),

* = 1, • • ■ , s, such that ((*,-, y,), r) = (xu yh ■ • • , xe, y„ r) = 1, is given by
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tttt r   t       \      Juir)        /^id)  \
(6.2) Gr,.im,n)=—— ^ I -—— 1 aim, n).

r2     d\r \Ji>id) /

Note. By (2.11), Gr,,im, n) has the equivalent form

(6.2a) Gr,.im, n) = — £c, '    —)cdim, n).
r2 dir \d/

Proof. Since Gr,,(m, n) is obviously even (mod r), we place, as in §5,

frim, n)=Gr.,im, n) in (3.1), where

ar^'^ =     /j\ ^ C,J^1 + • ' " + *»)c«(yi + • • • + y.)
r 0(d)0(d) x<,»<(modr);((*j,Vi),r)-l

= —1—•     E E
r2<j>id)<j>i8)    (u,d)-l;(t,l)=l   *<>v (modr);((i,-,i(j),r).l

•Cd(«(xi + • • • + x,)ea(»(yi+ • • • +y,))).

We place now [d, 8]= A and define dD = 8E=A. One therefore obtains

or(d, 5) = - E E
r2^)(d)(f>(8)   (U,d)-l;(»,«)-i   »,-,»,(modr);((*<,y<),r)-l

•«a(Z>*(*i +•••+*.) + £»(yi + • • • + y.)).

Hence by Remark 1 and the definition (2.12), it follows that

ar{d' S) =    wL^(tT^)        £        Ca(Z?M' " ' ' ' ^ £"' ' ' ' ' Ev)>
r2<j>(d)<j>(8) \ IU(A) / (U,d)-i; (v.S)-i

where the arguments Du and Ev each occur s times. Now (D, E) = \, so that

on applying Lemma 2 (*),

(6.3) arid, 8) = -ML   -(1) = ML(J@L).
rUuiA) r2    \ 7,.(A) /

By (3.1) and (6.3) we deduce then

(6.4) Gr,,(m,n)=——      £_,      ( Jc<»(f»)c»(»),
r2       A|r;[d,8]-A  \ /2,(A) /

and (6.2) results on applying Lemma 4.

Corollary 7.1. The function Gt,,im, n) is totally even (mod r).

The remaining portion of this section is based on the following orthogonal-

ity property of the Ramanujan sums [4, (1.2)],

Lemma 5. If d and 8 are divisors of r, then
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„ (rcd(n) if d = 8,
(6.5) S4,,(n)m £        Cd(a)ci(b)^\ .

nsM+!>(mod r) VU t/ <t  7=  0.

We prove the following analogue of Lemma 5.

Lemma 6. // rf and 8 are divisors of r, then

Sd,s<m, ») = Z cd{a, a')a(b, b')
m^a+b(mod r);n=a'-r-b' (mod r)

J r2Cd(m, n) if d = 8,

10 ifd^S.

Proof. By Lemma 4, one obtains

Sd,i(m,n) = Z ( Z        cd(o)cB'(6) Z        cE(a')cE'(b') J.
[B,£]—d; [X)',£']=8    \ m=a+o(mod r) n=a'+b' (mod r) /

But by (6.5), the inner expression is 0 if D?±D' or E^E'. In particular,

Sd,h(m, n) = 0 if ^5^5, thus proving one part of (6.6). In the remaining case,

d = 8, we may therefore limit the summation to values D = D', E=E', obtain-

ing, by Lemmas 5 and 4,

Sd,d(m,n) = r2    Z    cD(m)cE(n) = r2cd(m, n).
[D,E]=d

This completes the proof.

Theorem 8. The number of solutions Hr,s(m, n) of (6.1) in xt, yt (mod r),

such that (Xi, yiy r) = 1, i= 1, • • • , s, is given by

(6.7) Hr,s(m, n) = —Z C'r( — )cd(m, n).
r2 d\r       \d/

Remark 5. By (4.2), we may restate (6.7) in the equivalent form,

(6.8) Hr.,(m,n) = ——2J[——)cd(m,n).
r2    d|r \J(d) /

Proof. Case 1 (5=1). Define pr(n) to be 1 or 0 according as (n, r) — l or

5^1, and place pr(m, n)=pr((m, n)), so that Hr,i(m, n)=pr(m, n). Evidently

Pr(m, n) is a totally even function of m, n (mod r). We give two proofs to

illustrate different methods.

First proof (s = 1). Let fr(m, n) =pr(m, n) in (4.5), so that by (4.7), Remark

1, and Lemma 2,

(A 1 V        (      ^        7to        v     _m       J{r)/»(d)\a'(d> = 777^    Z    c<(«,y)- 2^    C„(l) = -—(—~ )•
^V(rf)  (x.y.r)=l f2/2(rf)  (l,„,d)-l r2      \J(d) J
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By (4.5) we therefore obtain (6.8) with s — l.

Second proof (s = l). Clearly

Criim, »)) = Crim, n) = E Pr (— I Cdim, n).
d\r \d/

Hence by Corollary 2.1, with grid)=prir/d), we have

(6.9) priim, n, r)) = pT(m, n) = — E CT{ —) aim, n).
r- d|r      \d/

This proves (6.7) in case s=l.

Case 2 (s>l). We proceed by induction, assuming the theorem, in the

form (6.7), for arbitrary 5 = />l. Then

Hr.triim, n) = E Hr.tia, a')HT,iib, b'),
msa4-t(mod r);n^a'+6'(mod r)

so that by the induction hypothesis and the theorem for 5 = 1, we obtain,

using the notation of Lemma 6,

Hr.t+iim, n) = —   E Cr( — )cr{ — )Sd.sim, n).
r4d|r;J|r       \d/       \8/

(6.7) follows immediately in the case s = / + l, by virtue of (6.6). The induc-

tion is complete.

Remark 6. The proof of Theorem 8 illustrates the following principle,

which is a consequence of Theorem 2 and Lemma 6: The Cauchy product of

two totally even functions (mod r) is also totally even (mod r).

In the remainder we consider mixed congruence pairs, s^l, <=T,

m = Mi + • • • + us + xi + ••■+*( (mod r),

(6.10)
n = vi + • • • + vs + y\ + • • • + yt (mod r).

In particular we have

Theorem 9. The number of solutions LT'\m, n) of (6.10) in uiy vit Xj,

y, (mod r), such that (uu Vi, • • • , u$, v„ r) = 1, (x,-, yj, r) = 1, »= 1, • • • , s; j

= 1, • • • , t, is given by

(6.11) Lr(w,w)=-E( TT^TT jCdKw).
r2        dir \J2,(d)J (d) /

Proof. This result follows from the fact that Z.J,((w, n) is the Cauchy prod-

uct (mod r) of Gr,s(w, «) and Hr,t(m, n), in conjunction with Lemma 6, and

Theorems 7 and 8.
We shall need the following result proved in [l, Theorem 7], (cf. also

[6, Theorem 7; 7, Theorem 7]).
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Lemma 7. The number of solutions in Xi (mod r), (#,-, r) = l, i=l, • • ■ , s,

of the congruence n = x\-\- • • • -\-xs (mod r), is given by

(6.12) 4>T  (n) =-X, ( 777 J C<*W-
r     d|r \ 0(d) /

Place <pr,.(m, n)-4>Ts)(m)(prs)(n). Further let M*T'x(m, n) represent the

number of solutions of (6.10) in w,-, vit Xj, y;- (mod r) such that (w,-, r) = (»,-, r)

= 1, (xi, yi, • • • , x(, y(, r) = l, »=1, • • • , s; j—1, ■ • • , t; similarly, let

Ns/(m, n) denote the number of solutions under the conditions, («,-, r)

= (v(, r) = 1, (x,-, y>, r) = 1. It is clear that Ms/(m, n) is the Cauchy product

(mod r) of 4>r,s(m, n) by GT,t(m, n), while NT''(m, n) is the Cauchy product

(mod r) of <t>T,s(m, n) by Hr.t(m, n). We denote these facts symbolically

by writing M;,' = <rSr.,-Gr>,, N'/ = cj>r..-Hr,t.

Theorem 10.

tA i*   i^'V       ̂       »"to^«to       v      //4W)V/MA)\
(6.13) Jkfr  (m, ») =-      Z      ( 777777 ) ( 7777 )cd(m)ci(n).

r2 A|r; [d.J]=A  \ 4>(d)<t>(8) /    \/2((A) /

Proof. Since M*/=<pr,,-Grit, we have, by Lemma 7 and (6.4), using the

notation of Lemma 5,

MT' (m, n)

=-i-   Z   V 77777777 j        *-      I 7777   ^.4»)^.»'W;
f4 d|r;J|r   \<l>(d)<j>(8) /    A|r; [d' ,J'J_A  \Ju(&) /

consequently, (6.13) results on applying (6.5).

A similar approach leads to the following representation of N'/(m, n).

Theorem 11.

t*    1^ A7''V N ^W'to ^ /M(^(8)y/^(A)Y
(6.14) A7  («,») =-      £      f ——— ) ( — ) cd(m)cs(n).

r2 A|r;[d,J]-A \p(d)(f>(8) /    \J(A)/

Finally, we return to the question of arithmetical representations, treat-

ing, as an illustration, the function GT,,(m, n). We first note two further

properties of Jk(r), [3, (7.8)],

(6.15) Jk(rir2) = Jk(n)Jk(ri) -—, (5 = (n, r2))
Jk(8)

(6.i« 2   7TS-(7)'7n' «-«-»•d|r; (d,n)-l /*W \ 8 /      /*(/)

Property (6.15) reduces to the ordinary factorability property of Jt(r) when

(r,, ra) = l.
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Theorem 7'.

/      r      \2«-2

(6.17) Gr,,(m, n) = I- )     Jt.-iiim, n, r)).
\ (m, n, r) /

Proof. By (6.2), (4.5), and (4.13), with arid)=J2sir)nid)/r2J2eid), it fol-
lows, using the factorability of pir) and -7*(r), that

2r   ,       ... ,.          v              m(W)mW         v   W)                 p2iS)r2GT,sim, n)/Juir) =     2^    d   2-, -"— =     E    —7T       E       -•
d|(m,n,r)        8|r/d    ^2»(^5) d| (m,n,r) Jisid) S\r/d; (S,d)=.l JisiS)

Hence, by (6.16) and (6.15), one obtains

/2s(r)                     dy«*)/    e    \2'Iu«d,e))
Gr.tim, n) =-        2-i        -1- 1   -

r2       d|(m,n,r);de=r J2aid) \ id, e) / J2a(e)

*-^       /72a—2
d\ (m,n,r) a"

and (6.17) follows on the basis of (2.1).

7. Primitive functions (mod r). In [3, §7] it was proved that a function

fr(n) is primitive (mod r) if and only if fr(n) has a Fourier representation of

the form,

/r(w) =   E  arid)cdin).
d|7(r)

We prove an analogous result for even functions of two arguments (mod r).

Theorem 12. A function fr(m, n) is a primitive function of m and n (mod r)

if and only if its Fourier representation is of the form

(7.1) frim,n) =        E       a^d, 8)cdim)csin).
d|-,(r);JlY(r)

Proof. Clearly any function (7.1) is primitive (mod r). Conversely, suppose

that/(«, r) is primitive (mod r) with Fourier representation (3.1). As a func-

tion of the argument m alone, the expansion of frim, n) may therefore be

written

(7.2) frim, ») = E &(», d)cim, d)
d\r

where, for all n,

(7.3) fain, d) = E arid, 8)c(n, 5).
8|r

But by the result of [3] cited above, since frim, n) is primitive (mod r) as

a function of m, it must follow, for each nonprimitive did\yir)), that

/3r(», d) =0. By the uniqueness [l] of the ar(d, 8) in (7.3), this implies that
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ar(d, 5) =0 for each divisor 5 and each nonprimitive divisor d of r. A similar

argument applied to fr(m, n) as a function of n shows that ar(d, 5) =0 unless

both d and 5 are primitive. This completes the proof.

The following lemma, proved in [3, Lemma 3], will be used in proving

the next theorem:

Lemma 8. If r is primitive (free of square divisors > 1), then

(7.4) c(n,r)=       £      dn(d)J^).
d|r;(d,n)-l \d/

Theorem 13. If fr(m, n) is a primitive function (mod r) defined by (7.1),

then fr(m, n) has the arithmetical representation

fr(m, n) = Z d8fi(d)fi(8)
d|Y(r),J|T(r); (d,m)->(S,n)-l

• Z <Dd, E8)<j>(D)9(E).
D|7(r)/d;£|7(r)/J

Proof. From (7.1) and (7.4) one obtains

/,(«,»)=      Z     «r(<M)      Z     Dm(I>)*(-)      Z     £W£)*(4:)
dl7(r);8l7(r) D|d; (D,m)=l \ D /  £|s; (£,n)=l \ -C. /

Z DE»(D)n(E)
Bl7(r); JS|7(r); (fl,m)-(£,n)=l

Z      ^>5)*(4W4);
d|7(r);6l7(r);D|d,£|8 \U /       \ tL /

hence with d = DD', 8 = EE', the latter formula becomes (7.5) with d, 5, D, E

replaced by D, E, D', E' respectively. The theorem is proved.

As an application we shall obtain a particularly simple arithmetical repre-

sentation of the function uT(m, n) defined in the Introduction. First we prove

Lemma 9. If r is primitive and D, E are divisors of r, then

(7.6) Z n(d)n(8) - <
[d,8]-r;C|d,Bis I     0 otherwise.

Proof. In view of the factorability of p,(r) it suffices to prove (7.6) for

r = p (p prime), D=pa, E = ph (a, b either 0 or 1). In these four cases, (7.6) is

easily verified, so that the lemma is true in all cases.

In addition we note some simple properties of J(r). In particular, J(r)

is a factorable function of r; moreover,

(7.7) Z Ad) = r2,        I(r) = (-?-\j(y(r)).
d|r \ y(r) /
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These facts follow from (2.1) since J(r)=J2(r).

Theorem 14. If cor(m, n) is defined as in §1, then

^       p(d)
(7.8) o>r(m, n) = <p2(r)       E      ~~ ■

d[r;(d,mn)=l <P  (d)

Proof. On the basis of the definitions of Mr''(m, n) and N'/im, n) in §6,

it is evident that wr(w, n) = M]'1im, n) = N]'lim, n). Therefore, by either

Theorem 10 or 11, wr(m, n) has an expansion (7.1) with

(7.9) „,(M) ___(___j, 4_fc,].

Thus by Theorem 13 and (7.9),

<£2(r)/(r) _
oir(m, n) =- 2-, d8p(d)p(8)

r d|7(r);8|7(r);(d,m)-(8,n)-l

piDd)pjE8)piA)<t>iD)4>iE)

X>lr(r)/d;B|Y(r)/8;A=[Dd,£8] <^(Z?(/)0(£5)/(A)

With Di=dD, Et = 8E, it follows, since (Z>, d) = iE, 8) = 1 and since #(r) is

factorable, that

**(r)/(r)                                         d8pid)pi8)
oirim, n) = - 2-i -

r2 d|T(r),Sl7(r);(d,m)=.(8,n)=l    <Kd)#(5)

•     E    ^       E      h(dmeo.
A|7(r);dlA;J|A J (A) A=[D1,.Ei];d|.D1,S| Ei

Application of Lemma 9 yields

«*>2(r)/(r)                            J2                   „(A)     /A\
oirim, n) =- 2-i -      2-i     - Ml — I•

f2 d|T(r);(d.mn)-l   </>2(^)   A|Y(r);d|A/(A)        \d/

By the factorability of pir) and J(r), one obtains, on placing A=d8 and

multiplying by J iy ir))/J iyir)),

4>2ir)Jir) d2pid) 1
cor(w, n)- 2^ 2-   777T

f d|7(r);(d,mn)=l <P {a) J (a) «l",(r)/d J W

r2/(y(f))   d|-,(r);(d,mn>-l    <r>2(<0    4i'-T(r)/d

Hence, applying the first part of (7.7), it follows that

*2(r)/(r)72(r)        ^        m(<0
wr(w, n) =-        2-i        —7TT '

t2Jiyir))        d|r: (d.mn)-l   4> id)
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and (7.8) results by the second part of (7.7). The theorem is proved.

Let r = p', p prime, />0. A simple computation based on (7.8) shows that

(p2<"»(p - l)2 iip\mn,
uvt(m, n) = <

\p2t-i(p_2) \ip\mn.

Hence wpi(m, n) =0 if and only if p = 2 and mn is odd. By considerations of

factorability we obtain immediately the following criterion for the vanishing

of ur(m, n).

Theorem 15. ur(mn, n)=0if and only if r is even and m and n are both odd.

8. Totally primitive functions (mod r). We have the following analogue of

Theorem 12.

Theorem 16. A function fr(m, n) is a totally primitive function of m, n (mod

r) if and only if it possesses a representation of the form

(8.1) fT(m, n) =   Z  ad(r)cd(m,n).
dl7(r)

Proof. Certainly any function of the form (8.1) is totally primitive

(mod r). Conversely, if fr(m, n) is totally primitive (mod r), it possesses

representations of the form (4.5) and (7.1). But in (4.5), ctr(d)=0 for each

nonprimitive d, on the basis of Lemma 4 and the uniqueness of the coefficients

in (7.1). This completes the proof.

We next prove an arithmetical formula for the expansion of totally

primitive functions (mod r). This relation is based on the following lemma

which is analogous to [4, Lemma 1 and Corollary 4]. The details are omitted.

Lemma 10. The sum

QT(m, n) =     Z    cr{m — a, n — b)
(a,o,r)=l

has the evaluations,

(8.2) Qr(m, n) = J(r)        Z       777 " ("j) = M(r)*0», »)■
d\r;(d,m,n)-lJ(d) \d/

Let fr(m, n) be a totally even function (mod r) defined by (4.5), and place

(8.3) fr(m, n) —     Z    Mm — a,n — b).
(o.6,r)-l

We prove now

Theorem 17.  The function f*(m, n) is totally primitive (mod r), and

(8.4) f*r(m, n)/J(r) =        Z       7777 Z «-»W = Z (^r) <*(«, »),
d\r;(d,m,n)=l J(d)   s\r/d d|r\      J W       /
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where arid) is defined by (4.6).

Proof. By (4.5) it follows that

frim, n) = E arid)    E    cd(m — a, n — b),
d|r (a,o,r)=l

so that by Remark 1 (§2),

(8.5) fr(m, n) = J(r) E ~ Qd(m, n).
d\r     J(d)

Successive replacement of Qd(m, n) in (8.5) by its arithmetical evaluations in

(8.2) leads to the theorem, with a slight computation omitted (cf. [4, Theo-

rem 6]).

Before applying Theorem 17 we prove

Lemma 11. If e>0, then

(8.6) E^W^^f i{'\"d\r        \d / \        0 if r\e.

Proof. By (2.10), if the left member of (8.6) is denoted by BT(k, e), one

obtains

Br(k,e) = 22»(d)     E    D*n(^)=    E    W^)  E mW,
d|r D|(r/d,«) \ D/ I)|(r,«) \ D/   d\rlD

and the lemma follows by the characteristic property of p(r).

We now obtain an arithmetical evaluation of the function L'/im, n) in

the case t = \ (§6). Place dr,,(m, n)=L'T'l(m, n), so that 6r(m, n)=dr,i(m, n),

as defined in the Introduction.

Theorem 18. If s^l, then

I(r)        ^ p(d)
(8.7) eT,.im,n)=-11-       E        -^— ■

r2-2'dir:(dt:,n)-i <Z2-2/(<Z)

Proof. Clearly

6T.,(m, n) = E Gr.sia, a')pr(b, b')
mso+8(mod r);nSo'+5'(mod r)

=      E      G>,,(m — a, n — b).
((a,6),r)-l

By Theorem 17, and (6.2a) it follows then that

0T,,(m,n) =—-       2^       -t— 2-, tr    (—-)/*(«),
»"       d|r;(d,m,n)=l-'W   J|r/d \   O     /
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but by Lemma 11, the inner sum has the value p,(d)(r/d)2\ This proves the

theorem.

Corollary 18.1 (5 = 1).

(8.8) dr(m,n)=J(r)        Z       777 =        Z       C(~'\
d\r;(d,m,n)=lJ(d) d|r; (d,m,n)-l        \» /

In case r = p' (p prime, t>0), it follows quite simply that

a  ,       ,        lp2«-»(p2- 1) \ip\(m,n),
6p'(m, n) =  <

\p*i*-i)(p*-2) ilp\(m,n).

Hence dpt(m, n)>0; consequently by factorability considerations we have

Corollary 18.2. For all m, n, r, 6r(m, n) >0; that is, the congruence (1.1)

is always solvable in u, v, x, y such that (u, v, r) — (x, y, r) = 1.

9. Infinite series expansions. For real s and «>0, let aB(n) denote the sum

of the 5th powers of the divisors of n, and let <t>s(n) denote the generalized

totient,

(9.1) *.(») = Z d'n (4)> Z 9.(d) = d:
d\n \d/ d\n

We develop trigonometric series expansions for as((m, n))/(m, n)° and

<ps((m, n))/(m, »)*, analogous to Ramanujan's well-known developments of

<re(n)/ns and 0,(«)/w*. The proofs will be based on the finite Fourier expan-

sions (Theorem 19) of the totally even functions (mod r) defined by

(9.2) <r*.(»,n)=     Z    <***•(-j)'
d|(m,n,r) \ ffl /

and

,- ,, *   ,        ,       <i>,((m,n,r)) y.(d)
(9.3) <t>r.,(m, n) =-— =      2^    7-

(m,n,r)>       jk„,»,,)    da

First we note [2, (20)] that

(3.4) £«-.)-{''        'I']*'
d|r 10 \ir\n.

Theorem 19.

,„ CN * ,       . -r^ cd(m, n)
(9.5) <rr,,(m, n) = r' 2-, -'

d|r d"

(9.6) 4>r,.(m, n) =-—- ±_ I -— ) cd(m, n).
r'+2      d|r   \<j>,+2(d)/
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*
Proof. With frim, n)-=aT,,im, n) in (4.5) we have by (4.6) and (9.2), in

connection with (9.4),

^id) = \Z(Z v-J-^j)cs(^) = -2 E W^)E c<(t)
r2    S\r\D\r/t \D// \d/ r2    Dir \D/s\rlD \d/

-   Z   Jj.)-zJ^),
Z>|r;jD=de W/ c\T/d \     e     /

so that by (9.1), arid) =rs/d\ This proves (9.5).

In the proof of (9.6), we use fr(m, n) =<p*^(m, n) in (4.5) and, by the same

argument, find

1     ^ n(de)       p(d)                     p(e)
arid) =- 2-, -= -        2-,        - •

"■ «|r/d    C a e\r/d; (d,e)=l   e

Application  of   [3,   (7.9)]   and   the  fact  that <j>s(rir2) = 4>t(ri)(Ps(r2)(ri,  r2)'

■(<f>s((ri, r2)))~l (cf. [2, (13)], s = k), one obtains for <f>*s(m, n),

a (d) =  ^d)( <t>s+2(r/d)(d, r/d)'+2 \ = p(d)<f>3+2(r)  _

ar      " d>+2\(r/d)>+2^+2((d,r/d)))      r'+24>,+2(d)  '

The proof of (9.6) is complete.

The derivations of the infinite series expansions of this section are based

on the following lemmas.

Lemma 12 [2, Lemma 10]. If rk is any sequence of positive integers such that

k\rk ik = l, 2, • • ■ ), then

(9.7) lim   2Zf(d) = £/(»),

provided the series in (9.7) converges absolutely.

Lemma 13 (cf. [2, Lemma 11]). For fixed m, n («>0), cr(n) and cr(m, n)

are bounded as functions of r.

We also note [2, (43)] that

(9.8) lim —^- = oo for all e > 0, is > 0).
r-*M r*~«

Theorem 20 (cf. [2, Theorems 7 and 8]). If n>0 and s> —1, then

(9.9) f^»=f(,+ 2)t^,
(w, »)* r=i      r'+2

<£«((w, «)) A /    mW    \
(9.10) ^^ = rl (j + 2) W -5^- ) Cr(w, „),

(OT, «)' r-l \ <t>s+2ir) /

f (/) denoting the Riemann f-function.
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Proof. Replacing 5 by 5+2, a slight computation serves to put (9.5) in

the form,

y,     J_ / y, A*(e)\ __ y, cd(m, n)

dl(m,n,r)   d"\elr/d  e*+2/ d\r da+2

with r = rk = k\, one obtains, on taking limits as k—»»,

d|(m,n) <2S   \ *-<°    a|r*/d   e*+2 / *-.«.     d|r*        ^S+2

Application of Lemmas 12 and 13 as in [2, §6] yields (9.9).

The relation (9.6) can be reformulated as

*.((«, n, r))      (        n(d) \       / n(d)  \
-= I  L - ) 2-i \-) cd(m, n),

(m, n,r)"        \ d\r   d'+2 / d\T \4>,+i(d)/

and the procedure used in proving (9.9) can be applied in connection with

(9.8) to deduce (9.10).

In case 5 = 0, (9.10) reduces to

„.,,,        £(^V(»,.)-f/6   »*-»-«■
„,\J{r)/ tO ./(«.,») ?i 1.

We obtain a final expansion on the basis of the following relation, which

is a consequence of (7.8) and Theorem 11, with s = t=\,

H(d)        J(r) /M(e)/i(<»X*) \   .     JW     ,.
(9.12) 2_      -■=-     2-,     (- )c(m,d)c(n,8).

dir:(d,mn)_i <t>2(d) r2   ,|,;_[d,8i \J(e)<t>(d)<t>(8) /

Theorem 21. Ifm>0, n>0, then

(9.13) 2-i       -= —       Z      (- )c(m,d)c(n,8).
d-l;(d,m»)-l <t>2(d)        7T2 e_l;[d,«]-« \J(e)<j>(d)4>(8) J

Proof. By virtue of (9.12), the proof of the theorem is similar to that of

Theorem 20, the limit on the right being justified as follows. Since [d, 8]

^(d8)112, the series

1
Z-77 ' (0 < 6 < 1/2)

d,8=l; [d.Sl^e^Se2)1   '

converges. But for r sufficiently large, <f>(r) >rI-«, J(r) = 02(/) >r2-2', by (9.8),

so that

°°                  1

£)-_
d,S=l;[d,o]=e  (j>(d)(j>(8)J(e)
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converges, and hence by Lemma 13, the series on the right of (9.13) converges

absoutely.

Corollary 21.1 (m = w = l).

"    pid)        6 "        /       pie)        \
(9.14) £-^-^=_       22      {-—- )•

£i 4>»id)      x2 „„ »«_ \Jie)4>id)4>i8) /

10. Generalizations. In this section we state without proof generaliza-

tions to & variables of the results relating to two variables contained in

Theorems 1, 2, 12, 16, and 17.

Theorem 22. A function /r(«i, • • • , nk) is even (mod r) if and only if it

possesses a representation of the form,

(10.1)       /r(wi, •••,«*)=        E       aTidi, • ■ • , dk)cdlini) ■ • ■ akink);
dj|r;»-l, ■ ■ -,k

moreover, the iFourier) coefficients aridi, ■ ■ • , dk) are uniquely determined by

aridu ■ ■ ■ , dk)

= T      £     HT' ' "'TrJl(y) " "cmt)'
rk ii\r,i-\,---,k     \8i 8k/      \di/ \dk/

or by the equivalent formula,

aridi, ■ ■ ■ , dk)

(10.3) 1
= ^177^-777T E /r(«i» - • - . ak)cdliai) ■ ■ ■ cdkiak) .

r<p{di)   •   •   • q>iak) ai(mo<i r);i-l.- ■ -,k

Theorem 23. An even function /r(«i, • • ■ , «*) is totally even (mod r) if

and only if it has a representation of the form,

(10.4) frin-i, • • • , »t) = E arid)ainu ■ ■ ■ ,nk);
d\r

arid) is uniquely determined by

(10.5) „,M_i£Fr(.l)e„,(.L),

or by the equivalent formula,

(10.6) a^d) = E /r(oi, • • • , a*)cd(fli, • • • , o*).
rkJk(d) ai(m°d r)it—1, • • -,k

Theorem 24. A function /r(wi, ■ ■ ■ , nk) is primitive (mod r) if and only

if it has a representation (10.1) in which the di are primitive divisors of r;

/r(«i, ■••,«*) is totally primitive (mod r) if and only if it possesses a repre-

sentation (10.4) in which d is restricted to primitive divisors of r.
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Place now

(10.7) fr(nh •••,»*) =      Z    Mni — *i, '••>»* — xk),
(d,).r)-l

where/r(«i, • • • , »*) is defined by (10.4).

Theorem 25. The function f* (nu • • • , nk) is totally primitive (mod r) and

* v^ dk     v^
/r(«i, • • • , nk)/Jk(r) = X)        777 Z ar(d8)u(8)

d|r;(d,(ni))=l   J k(d)   t\r/d
(10. o)

= JLI—777~ )cd(nl, • • • , nk).
d\r \   Jk(d)    I
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